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amongst other things， whether to stay in school or enter the labour market. It is 
also a period of habit formation with potential longer-term ∞nsequences for the 
individual-for example through smoking， drug use or sexual activity pa出 rns.

AII of these decisions can d悶 maticallyimpact the future trajectory of lives. While more 
young adults∞mplete primary education and survive childhood diseases than ever 
before， they must be equipped with advanced skills beyond literacy to succeed in 
today's∞mpetitive e∞nomy and， at the same time， to stay healthy， they must ∞nfront 
new disease burdens such as sexually transmiUed diseases and obesity (WORLD 
BANK， 2007). Young adults face these imporlant decisions at a time when they are 
pa吋icularlyvulne悶 bleas they face stricter budget constraints， and because they 
transition from one set of institutions (school and parental home) to another (work 
environments， and peer networks or even families of their own)， they may lack social 
capital and access to information 

As suggested in the World Development Reporl 2007 on The Next Generation， the 
transition from school to work is one of several transitions that young adults have to 
successfully ac∞mplish to embark on a productive life. It is an especially critical 
transition as delayed labour market entry can lead to degrading of skills and be∞me a 
blockage to other transitions through its effects on a young adult's economic resources 
Employment creation is however not a su汗icier可tcondition for ensuring productive lives， 
as some employment has the potential to place youth at added risk. As an example， 
promoting rural-urban migration for jobs in urban a陪 asmay have the negative side 
e汗'ectof increasing young males' HIV risks. 

About 20 percent of Afri伺 'spopulation is between 15 and 24 yea陪 ofage. Investing in 
their health and future human capital has the potential to positively a町'ectpoverly 
陪 ductionwell into the future through beUer skilled， healthier and active labour market 
pa出cipants，reduced fe同日ityand lowered disease burdens. 

This chapterr focuses on policies that target labour markets in Africa and explores how 
such policies can play an enabling role in facilitating su∞essful transitions from school 
to productive lives. We discuss whether this is a role that should be played by labour 
market policies and whether making labour markets more youth-friendly is likely to be a 
sound investment for African governments. The aim is to provide a set of concrete 
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陪∞mmendationsthat can shape policy formulation and research. This is a challenging 
task as labour markets di仔'erwidely across African countries and no set of policy 
recommendation will fit all count巾 s.Our hope is that the re∞mmendations are 
su冊cientto provide a framework for thinking about policy interventions and how they 
interplay with ∞untry contexts 

The remaining of this chapter is divided into 3 sections. In the second section we define 
the s∞pe of labour markels in Africa and review available statistics on labour market 
characteristics across Africa. At the end of the官rstsection， we look at 4∞untry case 
studies (Ethiopia， Ghana， Kenya and South Africa) to contextualise the intersection 
between labour markets and labour institutions and policies. Section 3 reviews the 
microeconomic evidence on labour market policy， focusing on three areas: 
pre∞nditions for labour market entry; transitions from school to work; and labour 
demand. Section 4 concludes 

1.2 Stylized facts about labour markets in Africa 

1.2.1 Definitions 

Throughout this chapter， we refer to labour markets in the “plural". This is not merely 
because our paper spans Africa. Even within countries the allocation of labour across 
e∞nomic oppo同unitiesis best under宮toodas involving the interaction of a set of labour 
markels. As we will highlight further below， families and even individuals may interact 
with severallabour markets on a daily basis if not seasonally or less fl問 quently.

To iIIustrate this， we imagine the example of a woman -here named Sarah Kamara -
working in rural Liberia， earning less than $1.25 a day. Sarah works on her family's 
land to grow rice and beans， and works on her neighbour's land as a labourer when 
she needs extra in∞me. During the months when there is li制eagricultural work to do 
Sarah collects gum from rubber trees in the forest. Throughout the year she braids 
women's hair for money and cares for her elderly mother. Apart from the semantic 
difficulty of defining Sarah's trade， there are real di冊cultiesfaced by policy maker百
trying to address labour markets in which there are many people like Sarah Kamara. 
More than two thirds of the employed in Africa are self-employed 

The definition of the term‘labour market' that we adopt in this chapter is: 

The place where labour seNices are bought and sold. In some labour markets， people 
are paid employees， selling their labour services to an employer in exchange for a 
wage or salary. In other labour markets， people are se/iιemployed向lω calledown-
a∞ount worke岬，in which they sell their labour services to themselves. As used here， 
"Iabour market" is a comprehensive term including both paid employment and se/iι 
employment. (Fields， 2010:3). It should however be noted that this is a practical and 
approximate definition， as some exchanges of labour services for wages， for example， 
can occur in contexts without space such as over the intemet， the telephone， and other 
technology mediated forms of exchange.lmportantly， this definition includes 
subsistenωfarmers and the self-employed， both in the informal and in the formal 
sectors， providing this chapter with an intentionally broader s∞pe. 
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Using Ihe formal definilion of Ihe Inlernalional Labour Organisalion (ILO)， we 
furthermore lake Ihe employed population 10 be defined as all pe陪 onsabove a 
specified age who supply labour for the production of goods and services. When 
measured for a short reference period -like yesterday， last week or the past month -it 
refe陪 toall pe隠 onswho worked for pay， profit or family gain during that period. It also 
includes all pe隠 onswho had a job or enterprise but were absent from that job or 
enlerprise during Ihal period on a lemporary basis， including pe陪onswho were sick， 
on vacalion， malemity leave， slrike， or we陪 lemporarilylaid 0仔(ILOwebsile). 

The unemployed population∞nsists of persons above a specified age who are 
available to and want to， but do not， supply labour for the production of goods and 
services. Measured for a short reference period (Iike the above)， it relates to all 
pe陪onsnol in employmenl who would have accepled a suitable job or started an 
enlerprise during the refe陪 nceperiod if Ihe opportunity arose (ILO websile). In some 
∞unlry∞nle渦 Ihis definilion is further refined 10 dislinguish between those 
unemployed who are actively looking for work and those who are inactive job seeke陪

Under a 'slrict definilion' of unemploymenl， only Ihose who have actively looked for 
ways to obtain a job or start an ente巾risein the near past are perceived as 
unemployed， while those who did not actively look for work are viewed as discouraged 
job seekers (Abel el al， 2013). In Ihis paper we use a 'broad definilion' of 
unemploymenl to include both active and dis∞uraged job seekers in Ihe 
unemploymenl populalion. 

Many people in the employed population in Africa work but remain poor and therefore 
may not have the necessary resources to actively look for a beUer job. As such， they 
are Irapped in low productivity work where Iheir productive assels (mainly their own 
human capilal) are nol fully ulilized. While Ihey are employed， it needs 10 be 
recognised Ihal Ihey are nol oplimally employed. The ILO refers 10 these individuals as 
Ihe underemployed population. They are a subcalegory of Ihe employed populalion 
and are idenlified by ∞mparing Iheir cu問 nlemploymenl situalion with an “allernative" 
employment situation that they are willing and available to carry out and where they 
would be more productive (ILO website). 

1.2.2 The youth population in Sub-Saharan Africa 

The youlh populalion7 in sub-Saharan Africa has grown 10 four times its size since Ihe 
1950s and is projected to double wilhin the next 50 yea隠(WORLDBANK 2007). On 
current projeclions， as shown in lable 1.1， anolher 50 million young adulls will be 
added 10 Ihe currenl population of 250 million young adulls each de回 deover Ihe next 
40 years.8 In many， high-fertility sub-Saharan African ∞untries， the youth ∞hort is not 
only increasing in its absolute size， but also relatively to the rest of the population. The 
∞untries where the youth popu陥ltionis expected to increase significantly include Chad， 
the Democratic Republic of Congo， Eritrea， Ethiopia， Kenya， Mozambique， Niger， 
Nigeria， Rwanda， Senegal， Sierra Leone， Somalia， and Uganda. 

In other countries -for example， South Africa and Mauritius -fertility rates started to 
decline a decade， or more ago， and a demog悶 phictransition is already unde附 'aythat 

7 Here using UN definition ofthe youth population as 12・24year olds， as presented in the World 
Development Reporl 2007. 

8 Estimates adopted from the World Development Repo仕2007，Figure 1.5， p.33 
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may offer an叩 po巾 nityfor a dem勾悶phicdividend. Figu問 1.1b.low iIIust悶 l回 th.
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1.2.3 5lyllzed f.c恒

Below we discuss 5 stylizl副幅曲 aboutlabour ma巾@也 inAfri国 ondhighlight 
d肝er酬明5and similarities across∞untries 

1.2.3.1 Mo副 p回 pl・workin 8g巾 ulture

Using 由 tisticsfrom the World Bank's World Development Indi国加問， we observe that 
agr・1剖 Itureremains the chief employment sector in∞untries like Burkina Faso， 
Ethiopia， Madagas国r，Mali， Rwanda， Tanzania and Zambia whe陪 employmentin 
agricultu聞 makesup betw曲 n66.a5'もd恒祖1employment. other African∞un出回

have碍 ena decline in agri凶 Itu陪 employmentas a share of total employment. 0四 r
th. past two d.国 des，Ga回 n，Namibia and South Africa more than halved their sha聞
of agricultu聞 1employment加 non-ag巾ul加問1employment， with Ghana， Mauritius， 

S8n司aland Uganda e:却eriencingsmaller， but sign問団nt聞ductions.Some of these 
∞untri目酷 havebenefitt副知mgrowing mining and ext阻 ctiveindustries. These sec回国

a陪 themselvesnot highly labour intensive and most new jobs have emerged in 
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services and manufacturing. In Algeria， Botswana， Cameroon， Egypt， Gabon， Ghana， 
Kenya， Liberia， Namibia， Niger and Senegal， agriculture provides belween 20・60%of 
all employment 

1.2.3.2 A large informal sector， with an overrepresentation ofwomen 
Using our broad definition of labour markels， a vast m司ロrityof the labour market 
岡山i岡市 areengaged in informal employment. A∞ording to Schneider， Beuhn， and 
Montenegro (2010)， Sub-Saharan Africa has the largest informal sector in the world， 
when its share in to匂1GDP is considered. The informal sector comprised 38% of total 
GDP Sub-Saharan GDP in 2005. The Middle East and No巾 Africa(MENA) region is 
not far behind， with 27% of total GDP coming from the informal sector. Its role is also 
signifi伺 ntin terms of the number of Africans whose economic lives are dependent on 
informal sector employment. As a share of total employment，“vulnerable employment" 
-defined by the ILO as all unpaid family workers and own-a∞ount worker百一 makeup 
more than 75% of the workforce in countries with high agricultural employment 
according to data from the World Development Indicators， including in Burkina Faso， 
Burundi， Ethiopia， Madagascar， Mali， Mozambique， Rwanda， Sierra Leone， Tanzania 
and Uganda. 

The above employment estimate takes account of employment in agriculture and self-
employment in the private sector. It is therefore likely to be a slightly overestimated 
figure for employment in the informal sector. The estimate does not include any labour 
services considered to fall outside of the economy， such as housework and childrearing 
by women in their own homes. A higher share of women is employed in the informal 
sector than men. Close to or more than 90% of all employment for women is in the 
informal sector in Benin， Burkina Faso， Burundi， Ethiopia， Madagascar， Mali， 
Mozambique， Senegal， Sierra Leone， Tanzania， and Uganda. 

The gender di宵'erencesin informal sector pa耐cipationare evident in many countries. 
For example， in Kenya， 50% of men and 78% of women work in the informal sector; in 
Ghana， 65% of men and 85% of women work in the informal sector; and 73% of men 
and 90% ofwomen work in the informal sector in Senegal. Lesotho， Mauritius， Moroc∞ 
and Tunisia are the only ∞untries for which data is available where males are more 
likely than females to work in the informal sector， with 73% for males and 63% for 
females in Lesotho; 47% for males in Morocco and 65% for females; and 23% of males 
and 14% offemales in Tunisia. 

A few ∞untries in Southern Africa have considerably smaller and declining informal 
sectors， including Mauritius where 17% of males and 14% of females are in the 
informal sector; in Namibia where 17% of males and 26% of females are in the informal 
sector; in South Africa， where 8% of males and 12% of females are in the informal 
sector; and Swaziland， where 14% of males and 30% of females are in the informal 
sector. The North African ∞untries have informal sectors that make up belween 22% 
of male employment in Egypt and Tunisia to 34% in Algeria and 47% in Morocco 
Female pa同icipationin the informal sector is the same as the male pa吋icipationrate in 
Algeria and higher than males in Egypt (49% for females ∞mpared to 21% for males). 

唱.2.3.3Prevalence of non-wage employment 

Another way of reflecting the above lwo stylised facls is to look at the predominance of 
non-wage employment. As shown in Figure 1.2， non-wage employment is by far the 
most common means of e∞nomic activity in Africa， covering the employment of over 



70 percent of male worker百 andover 80 percent of females (WORLD BANK， 2012). 
This stands in contrast to other regions in the world where non-wage employment 
makes up a much smaller share of employment， at 40 percent in Asia and the Middle 
East and 60 perωnt in Latin America. 
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Non-wage labour includes self-employment in the informal and formal sector and 
subsistence farming. Such labour is a pa出cularlyvulnerable form of e∞nomic activity 
because it is risky and low-pay. 

Figure 1.2 Share of wage and non-wage employment 
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1.2.3.4 Underemployment and Working Poor 

Given the above facls it is argued that developing countries have an employment 
problem， rather than an unemployment problem (Fields， 2010; Ranis， 2013). Many 
individuals are employed but trapped in daily e∞nomic activities with low returns that 
do not fully utilise their labour. According to Ranis (2013)， much of the 
underemployment is in ru悶 Iareas and is dominated by female youth who lack the 
oppoはunitiesto migrate to the urban areas. 

The urban informal sector is characterized by the same average product sharing nexus， 
but at somewhat higher in∞me levels (Ranis， 2013). The urban informal sector 
however has the advantage of reducing search costs for new employment 
叩 po巾 nitiesas living in urban areas provides betler acωss to information about jobs 
available in the cities. In addition， there are factors pushing the youth out of rural areas. 
For example， the youth may decide to migrate from rural areas to avoid ethnic frictions 
and also because of the desi陪 tobe urbanized (Leibbrandt and Mlalsheni， 2004). 
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Those youth who remain in agriculture often do not possess titles to their land， 
potentially a significant problem sinωtitles are often required to access credit. 

It is not straightforward to estimate the extent of underemployment as such estimates 
rely on information about an individual's potential productivity. Individuals may not have 
per俗ctinformation about their actual oppo吋unitiesand ∞uld over-or.・unde陪 stimate
their productivity and willingness to work ha附er.Such information is therefore prone to 
biases beyond the problems encountered in∞lIecting standard employment and 
unemployment data. A Gallup poll estimates that 29 percent of all men in Sub-Saharan 
African countries are underemployed and 34 penωnt of women (Marler， 2011) 

Addressing underemployment requires not only creating more jobs， but more 
importantly， making existing modes of employment mo陪 productiveand more 
profitable. The primary mechanism of achieving this， ac∞rding to Bertrand and Crepon 
(2013)， must be through increases in labour productivity as is discussed in more details 
in section 2 below. 

1.2.3.5 Unemployment 

In addition to challenges of underemployment， many African ∞untries have rising 
levels of unemployment for pockets of their populations -especially women and youth. 
According to the International Labour Organization， less than a qua同:erof the 73 million 
jobs added in Africa from 2000 to 2008 went to youth workers， though youth constitute 
over 60% of the unemployed population (AfDB， 2012). 

As suggested by Pace et al. (2013)，∞untries in Africa fall into three groups. In 
∞untries with well-structured labour markets and a large formal sector， measured 
unemployment tends to be high and underemployment is low. This is particularly true of 
∞untries in Southem Africa， where unemployment rates exωed 15 percent in 
Botswana， Namibia and South Africa. Lesotho has both a large informal sector and 
high unemployment. Unemployment is also high by intemational standards in North 
Afri阻， especially in Algeria and Tunisia. Unemployment is relatively low in lower 
income countries -falling in the range of one to five percent -while the informal sector 
is large. Ethiopia is among a cluster of ∞untries -among them Burkina Faso， Ghana， 
Tanzania， and Uganda -which share similar labour market structures. Kenya， Mali， 
Zambia and Zimbabwe ∞mprise a third group with relatively large informal sector百and
unemployment rates in the range of five to 15 percent. 

With a few exceptions， unemployment 悶 tesare higher for females than for males， and 
often twiωas high for young adults as for older labour market 岡山ipants.These high 
unemployment rates for females do not receive the policy attention that they require as 
most countries have been primarily∞ncerned with ensuring that young males are 
absorbed in productive activities. Unemployment of young women is linked to higher 
fertility rates and H IV risks and therefore ought to be treated with equal urgency at least 

According to data from the World Development Indicators， unemployment is not a 
uniform problem across all African countries. Benin， as an example， only has 0.7% 
unemployment for women and 0.5% for males across all ages. These rates peak at 
2.3% for women at 20・24years and 2.6% for males at 25-29 years. In contrast， 32% of 
14-19 year olds females are unemployed in Zambia， 51% in Botswana and 67% in 
South Africa. Similarly， 29% of 15-19 year old males are unemployed in Zambia， 34% 
in Botswana and 62% in South Africa. In all of these ∞untries， unemployment rates fall 
below 10% for older wiロrkers.As noted by Abel et al. (2013)， age-related relative risk 
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differences in unemployment， in the South African context， go beyond ∞ho同e汗ects.
Many poorly educated job seeker百 dofind work eventually. However，“eventu副Iy"
seems to be from as late as age 30 and above. 

Unemployment in Ethiopia shows a different pattern， with high unemployment rates for 
women across the life span of their working age. It peaks at 37% for 20・24year olds， 
but is close to 30% for all women between 25-34 years and陪 mainshigh at between 
20 and 25% for women between 35・60years. Unemployment rates for males in 
Ethiopia reach 23% for 15-19 year olds， but fall to and below 10% from the age of 25-
29yea陪 andolder. 

The North African countries --including Algeria， Egypt and Tunisia一haveparticularly 
high unemployment risk for females and only after age 35 years does this risk begin to 
decline. In Tunisia， 30% of women between 15 and 29 years are unemployed， which 
declines to 20% for 30-34 year olds. Males face only marginally lower悶 tesat 27-29% 
between 15 and 24 yea隠， which then declines to 20% for 30-34 year olds. In Algeria， 

40% of females between 20・24are unemployed and 31% between 25・29years. Male 
unemployment is 23% for 15-19 year olds and 19% for 20・24year olds. In Egypt， 48% 
of women between 15-19 years are unemployed and 56% of 20・24year olds. Young 
males' unemployment rates peak at 17% between 20・24years of age and then fall 
below 7% for 25・29year olds. 

As can be seen， there are differences in the age distribution of the unemployment 
problem across African ∞untries. In some countries， the early labour market entrants 
(15-19 year olds) are at 9陪 atestrisks which are di隠 ctlylinked to their exit from the 
schooling system before they gain job related skills. This is pa吋icularlyevident in 
∞untries with a lower prevalence of self-employed individuals. In other ∞untries， 
unemployment rates are higher for the older youth (25-29 year olds) as these exit 
further training institutions and spend more time searching for good jobs. 

While unemployment rates are particularly high for the very young labour market 
entrants， they still make up a relatively low share of population of unemployed as most 
people enter labour markets only in their early or late 20s (as we shall see below) 

1.2.4 Not all jobs are equally good 

In their two-paper series on the “The Economic Lives of the Poor" and “What is Middle 
Class about the Middle Classes Around the World?"， Duflo and Banerjee (2006， 2007) 
review household survey data from 13 developing countries to describe the 
∞nsumption choices， health and education investments， employment patterns and 
other featu陪 sof the economies of pe叩 leliving on less than $2 per day (the poor) and 
those whose daily ∞nsumption per capita is between $2 and $4 or between $6 and 
$10 (the middle class). They find some differences， but surprisingly many similarities， in 
how poor people live across the world and between the poorest people and the middle 
class in poor∞untries. Interestingly， they point out that the key distinction between the 
middle class and the poor is who they work for， and on what terms. Having a regular， 
salaried job， is ac∞rding to them， the most important difference between the poor and 
the middle class. Poor people a陪 moreoften em酬oyedas casual labour on farms， a 
∞nstruction site， a truck or a shop， on short-term contracts with no job security. The 
hours worked by the poor often fluctuate tremendously over time with the availability of 
jobs， and they frequently migrate temporarily to find a job. This makes it harder for 
them to acquire 0∞upation specific skills and generate assets and savings. In addition， 
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these jobs do not come with health or retirement benefits which add to the risks the 
poor have to bear (Duflo and Banerjee， 2010). The poor may work more hours over the 
∞urse of a day when they work， but the middle class accumulate more work hour百
over time as they have more stable， higher paying jobs， which they often had to go to 
some trouble to find. This， rather than their propensity to take risks and run businesses， 
seems to be at the ∞re of their (relative) economic sucωss. 

In many∞untries， some of the best jobs are in the public sector. Public sector 
employment is a very small share of Africa's employment and only makes up 2% of 
employment in Madagascar， 4% in Mali， 5% in Cameroon and 7% in Zambia. South 
Afriωand the North African ∞untries have higher rates， with the public sector 
providing 8%， 16% and 26% of employment， respectively， in Moroc∞， South Africa and 
Egypt. South Africa and Egypt a陪 theonly countries where the share of females who 
are employed in the public sector is larger than the share of males compared to total 
female and male employment (ILO database) 

1.2.5 Children and youth in the labour market 

Child labour is still prevalent in many African ∞untries. In Benin， data from the World 
Development Indicators， suggests that more than 3 in 4 children between the ages of 
7-14 years are engaged in economic activity for at least one hour the previous week， 
which is the ILO definition of child labour (ILO website). The rates are 76% for females 
and 73% for males. In Burkina Faso， Cameroon， Chad， Ethiopia， Ghana， Mozambique， 
Sierra Leone and Zambia about half or more of boys and girls between 7-14 year冨are
involved in e∞nomic activities. These child陪 nmay contribute to family businesses or 
do farm labour. Some child labour is seasonal and some children work while also 
attending school. If e∞nomic activities becロmea pull factor for school drop-out or poor 
school attendance， it can underrnine to longer terrn human回 pitaldevelopment and 
make these children extra vulnerable market labour pa柑cipantsin later years 

In most ∞untries -where data is available -the young adults between 15・19years 
tend to be economically inactive as they are still in school. By the age of 20・24years， 
75-80% of the population is economically active amongst males in Benin， Cameroon， 
Ethiopia， Madagascar， Mali and Tunisia. A big labour market entry only materialises in 
the 25・29year age group for males in Algeria， Egypt， Mauritius， South Afr闘 and
Zambia， and even later in Gabon and Liberia where 78-80% of the male population in 
an age ∞ho吋ise∞nomicallyactive only after age 30・35years. 

Economic pa同icipation悶 tesof females vary by ∞untry. It is as low as an average of 
14% in Algeria and 25% in Tunisia， and as high as 60-64% in Cameroon， Madagascar 
and Liberia. The age when women begin to work also differ considerably across 
∞untries. In Madagascar， a full 70% of young girls between the ages of 15・19years 
are economically active. In Benin， Cameroon， Ethiopia and Zambia， young women 
enter the labour force in greatest numbers before the age of 25 year宮. Gabon and 
Liberia have relative low levels of female economic 岡山ipationrates and most women 
only enter the labour for，ωby the age of 30-35 years. 

Added to the relatively higher unemployment risks for young adults， it has also been 
recognised that they tend to be more likely to find casual， low-paid work when they do 
find work. As an illustration the陪 of，Abel et al. (2013) show average wage di汗'erentials
across age cohorts in the South African e∞nomy. What is striking here is the low wage 
earned by 16-20 year-olds as∞mpared to the other age ∞ho巾 Thisis likely because 
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this age group pa附cipatesmore in casual and part-time labour， or is paid low wages 
due to their lack of experience and education. In the late 2000s， there was a clear 
decrease in the real wages earned in all age groups except age 51-60. As a result， 
most real wage increases since 1993 have been cancelled out 

Figure 1.3 Average real wages per month in South Africa， byage， 1993 -2008 
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1.2.6 Labour market policies and institutions: case studies 

African govemments have responded to the crisis of youth employment in di宵'erent
ways. This section builds on four回 sestudies published in Hino and Ranis (eds) 
・γロuthEmployment in Africa" (Routledge， 2013). 

These伺 sestudies ∞mmunicate the dive陪 ityin Africa's employment challenges and 
some common lessons. Two of the伺 sestudies look at high-growth∞untries (Ethiopia， 
Ghana) and two represen凶 ivecountries with modest growth (Kenya， South Afr回)
Ethiopia has grown at 11 % per annum between 2005 and 2010. Ghana has grown at 
8.5% per annum between 2006 and 2011. Both Ethiopia and Kenya are low-in∞me 
∞untries， while Ghana graduated to become a lower middle income country in 2006 
and South Africa is classified as an upper middle income country. Kenya has the 
highest poverty ratio with 46% of the population living below a poverty line，∞mpared 
to 30% in Ethiopia， 29% in Ghana and 23% in South Africa. Together the four countries 
account for 23% of the population in Sub-Saharan Afri悶

There are distinct differences across the countries. Ethiopia is a largely rural e∞nomy. 
It has one of the world's highest labour market participation rates for males， most of 
whom are self-employed in agriculture in the informal sector. Unemployment is low and 
limited to urban cities. Only 16% of the population lives in urban centres， though there 
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are positive signs of an emerging formal labour market in urban centres. 
Underemployment， on the contrary， is high and potentially more impo幅 ntpolicy 
priority than unemployment. According to Page et al. (2013)， Ethiopia's 
underemployment challenges are intertwined with issues of growing landlessness for 
the rural poor and an economy that has undergone insufficient structural change 
despite 15 years of robust growth. Other similarly rural economies in Africa・likefor 
example Tanzania， Rwanda， Sierra Leone and Uganda -compare to Ethiopia though 
page et al (2013) mainlain that Ethiopia's development strategy has been unorthodox 
in its strong focus on agricultural-Ied development. In contrast to other ∞untries， this 
has avoided some of the traditional African biases in favour of small， urban middle 
classes， but has ∞nstrained the development of a manufacturing and export oriented 
industries 

Ghana is another example of a country that has experienced suslained and high 
e∞nomic growth rates (at 7% per annum since 1992) but where the recent growth has 
not translated into an equally fast growth in job creation (2-5% pa over the same 
period). Aryeetey et al. (2013) attribute this to the decline in the relative shares of the 
e∞nomy of labour intensive sector百， like agriculture and manufacturing， and the 
dominance of mining and quarrying，明nance， Insuranωand business， and 
transportation， storage and ∞mmunication in recent growth. Like Ethiopia， Ghana has 
a large informal sector that a∞ounts for 86% of to泊Iemployment， but contrary to 
Ethiopia， agriculture employment only a∞ounted for 42% of total employment， while 
services make up 43% and manufacturing 15%. Ghana also has a larger urban 
population than Ethiopia and slightly higher levels of unemployment. A new 
unemployment phenomenon is 0∞urring for the educated youth as young adults with 
secondary or tertiary education have considerably higher unemployment rates， 15% 
and 33% respectively， as they are reluctant to enter the informal sector but unequipped 
to gain formal employment (Aryeetey， 2013). 

Kenya has relatively high unemployment rates (15% on average， 24% foryoung adults) 
and high levels of underemployment in the informal economy which ac∞unts for 80% 
of employment. Contrary to the Ghanaian case study， education attainment in Kenya is 
associated with improved chances of employment in the informal sector and additional 
hours ofworked. While the informal sector in Ghana and Ethiopia absorbed any excess 
labour that were willing to work， the Kenyan case study seems to suggest that selection 
issues pe曲 into employment in the informal sector whe陪 thebetter education are 
more likely to find employment than those without any or less than primary education. . 

In Abel et al. (2013)， the unemployment challenges in South Africa are discussed. 
Despite modest economic growth (3.3% per annum)， declines in agriculture， mining 
and labour intensive manufacturing， accompanied by a sharp rise in labour market 
pa吋icipation-especially by low-skilled Black women -resulted in narrowly measured 
unemployment rising from 13% to 25% belween 1994 and 2011. Compared to other 
developing and middle income ∞untries， very few South Africans are self-employed， 
and the supply of labour is directed primarily at jobs， in the formal sector. Strong labour 
unions have kept wages from fi剖lingin the formal sector despite the massive influx of 
new labour market participants. Three out of four unemployed are below the age of 34 
years， which is the official definition of youth in South Africa. The隠 ismixed evidence 
on the role of South Africa's elaborate social grant system. Social grants have been a 
m司orfactor in the reduction of poverty in post-Apa同heid(with much smaller effects of 
education and job creation)， and may have played an enabling role in oppo山 nistic
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migration behaviour. Social grants may also be negatively affecting job search 
behaviour. 

These case studies highlight a number of common challenges. 

First， e∞nomic growth in sub-Saharan Africa has been relatively strong over the past 
de回 de but driven largely by growth in services (finance， insurance and 
telecommunication) and extractive industries. These sectors are relatively capital 
intensive ∞mpared to agriculture， manufacturing and tourism. As emphasised by Page 
et al (2013) between 2004 and 2008， North and sub-Saharan Africa had some of the 
most employment-intensive growth in the world. Average employment elasticities of 
growth were 0.7 and 0.5， respectively (AfDB， 2012). Globally the growth employment 
elasticity is estimated to be about 0.3， and it ranges from a low of 0.2 in East Asia to a 
high of 0.9 in the Arab Middle East (Kapsos， 2005). There is， however， a strong 
negative relationship between the rate of growth and the employment intensity of 
growth across Africa (円gure2.8). The region's fastest growing economies -Ethiopia， 
Rwanda， Tanzania and Uganda一haveits lowest elasticities of employment creation 
with respect to growth. 

AII of the four case studies called for further investments in strategic， labour-intensive 
sectors. This is not labour market policy but it seems to be central to the demand for 
labour over the longer-run. There however remain very few su∞ess stories of industrial 
policies on the ∞ntinent that have successfully nurtured labour-intensive 
manufacturing with South Africa's automobile industry possibly being an exception 
Creating formal， decent jobs for the unde陪 mployedand unemployed youth is a very 
tall order and should not be the only focus of labour market policies. 

Outside of the South African context， labour market regulation has had limited s∞pe 
and reach in economies where 80% or more of total employment is in the informal 
sector. Some forms of active labour market policies -including public works， SME 
suppo同andskills development programmes -exist in some form in all of the ∞untries， 
but these policies lack breadth and depth. 

1.2.7 Summary 

We lack statistics on e∞nomlc問耐cipation，employment and unemployment in a 
larger number of countries in Africa to draw a full picture of labour markets in Africa 

Using the broad definition of labour markets as inclusive of all wage employment and 
self employment in the formal and the informal sector， this section has shown some of 
the similarities and di汗'erencesin labour market ∞mpositions across Africa. With a few 
exceptions， most employment in Africa is in non-wage employment in the informal 
sector and many of these jobs are in the rural areas. Many of these jobs are low 
productivity employment and the people who have them are probably best regarded as 
underemployed. They∞uld be more productive in other activities if given the 
oppoはunity.In addition to problems of underemployment， unemployment is emerging 
as an additional challenge， especially within pockets of the population such as the 
youth and women. Identifying strategies that can inc陪 asethe productivity of the 
underemployed， while also addressing the high unemployment risks of vulnerable 
populations is Africa's emerging， double labour market challenge. 
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1.3 Evidence on Labour Market Policy 

1.3.1 Policies for young adults 

In this section， we review available evidence on how to improve school to work 
transitions for more young people in Africa. Following the World Development Repo吋
2007 on “The Next Generation"， improved transitions from school to work and then 
within the work can be facilitated through actions in three a陪 as:

• Avoiding transitions骨umschool to work that are too early. Young children and 
adolescents can be exploited when they start full-time work prematurely， which 
is why many countries have agreed to intemational conventions banning the 
worst forms of child labour. Starting too early also prevents youth from acquiring 
enough basic skills in school-skills that would make them more marketable to 
more types of employe隠. As most employment in Africa takes place in the 
informal sector and in non-wage employment with very limited oppo同unitiesfor 
on-the-job training， missed oppoはunitiesin skills development prior to labour 
market entry are pa吋icularlyhard to remedy. 

• Breaking into的ejob market. Across all societies， starting an independent 

livelihood is not easy， especially because the key to opening oppoはunitiesis 

one's track re∞同一inwork habits， job-related skills， and repaying loans. No 

wonder that unemployment rates for youth are systematic剖Iyhigher than for 

older generations. This gap can have enormous costs in forgone skill building. 

• Moving to new jobs and up the skills ladder. Especially in poor countries， many 
young people are not idle-ーtheyare working， but earning very little. Changing 

jobs to earn higher wages or getting into the formal sector is one way to move 

up the skill ladder. For too many， however， where they begin in work is where 
they end up. Accumulating skills on the job--ease barrier冨 tostart wiロrkand 

facilitate mobility. 

Not all of these actions fall tightly under the ambit of labour market policy and our 
review will focus mainly on reviewing the microeconomic evidence on labour market 
interventions， while acknowledging that these cannot be considered in isolation from 
macro interventions that are responsible for achieving economic stability， growth and 
inclusive問同icipationin economic oppo山 nitiesacross age and ethnic groups. Our 
earlier discussion of industrial policy provided one example. Another is provided by 
policies that open the e∞nomy to free trade can be an example of macro interventions 
that tend to be youth friendly (WORLD BANK 2007). 

1.3.2 Ready to work: Labour market entry and human resources 

The four country case studies， discussed in section 1.2， all emphasised the role of 
improved education policy as a necessary， if not su宵icient，condition for be世:er
functioning labour markets. 

Cross-∞untry studies have found a strong relationship between the level of ∞gnitive 
skills in a country and economic growth in that ∞untry (Hanushek and Woessman， 
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2008)， suggesting that building the human capi匂1of young adults is a pre陪 quisiteto 
sound labour market policies. 

As argued by Bertrand and Crepon (2013)， improving the skills of the workforce may 
help undo some of the constraints to labour demand in the formal economy by 
improving the potential productivity of those looking for work and even moving the 
marginal product of workers above regulated minimum wages. Betler education may 
enable self-employed youth in the informal sector to envision be世erideas for new 
products or betler ways to run their businesses， which may in turn create the need to 
hire additional worke隠 Broaderaccess to a betler educated wo欣forcemay be a 
strong driver of firm productivity and firm growth; this may subsequently create more 
dynamism and competition within industries， which have been shown to be strong 
drive陪 ofgrowth and job creation. Finally， higher education levels may foster a more 
engaged and informed populace that pushes to change the set of policies and 
practices that are ∞ntributing to the structurally low level of labour demand observed in 
African countries. 

The social returns to having a skilled and well equipped population go beyond the 
private retums to the individuals， who may under-invest in their human capital 
formulation as a result. This is pa同icularlythe case in Africa whe陪 manymo陪 young
adults∞mplete primary education than ever before and need to put these new 
education gains into productive use. As many of them ∞me from poorer families and 
have parents who themselves have limited， if any， education， these young adults face 
pa同icularlysevere credit ∞nst悶 ints，imperfect information ∞nstraints， have to 
∞nfront negative social norms， and may be unωrtainty about future access to good 
jobs if these are allocated based on ethnic， clan or family ties. 

1.3.2.1 High returns to starting early 

The production of human capital is slow and should start at birth to build fundamental 
∞gnitive and non-cognitive skills. Early investments are pa此icularlyimpo陶 ntas there 
is strong evidence to show that skills formation in early childhood have substantial and 
sustained effects on future educational atlainment and labour market out∞mes 
Furthermore， if these capabilities are not acquired at an early stage， they can be 
exceedingly hard and much more costly to remedy in later stages in life 

Sound policies include betler access to fe吋ilityservices to enable access to birth 
∞ntrol and promote healthier births， as well as access to health care and betler food 
Nutrition deficiencies a陪 awidespr官adproblem in Africa， with severe consequences 
on children's learning回 pabilities.Investments in iron and folate supplements in 
Nigeria， deworming of school children in Kenya， multinutrient fortified snacks and 
drinks given to South African school children， and in-utero iodine supplementation in 
Tanzania have all been shown to substantially expand cognitive function， school 
outcomes and even labour market pa同icipation(see Delisle， Chandra・Mouli，and de 
Benoist， 2000 for more de也ils).

1.3.2.2 Quality education 

Many more children today enroll in primary schools across Africa than ever before， but 
too many of them learn very li削eas education quality has lagged behind gains in 
schoola∞ess. 
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Current school systems often fail poor students as they have inappropriate curricula 
and do not ac∞mmodate the leaming needs of children who fall behind. Many children 
get promoted from grade to grade without mastering basic skills， leaving them lost and 
unprepared for the lessons they are taught. A strong evidence body suggests that 
improving gene悶 1school quality -by having more teachers or textbooks， improving 
incentives for teachers and students， etc. -may not necessarily help these children if 
they do not have acquired basic literacy and math skills that are necessary to follow 
classroom instructions. Effo巾 tocu巾 teacherabsenteeism and remedial education 
programmes have shown promising results in several African ∞untries (J-PAL 
website). 

In many countries， returns to education are particularly large a世ercompleting full 
primary or se∞ndary education. As an example， in South Africa， individuals in the 20・

34 year age group who only had primary education or less than that faced 
unemployment rates of 48 percent， despite having had 15-20 years to generate work 
expe同ence.In∞mparison， only one in three 30-34 year olds were unemployed 
amongst individuals with some secondary education， but not a ∞mplete Matric degree. 
This falls to one in five for individuals with a Matric degree and 12 percent for 
individuals with tertiary education. Recent econometric work by Branson et al (2012) 
show that these effects cannot be explained away as generational e宵'ects.

Uniforms， scholarship programmes and other interventions can help disincentivise 
school dropout at the end of primary and se∞ndary education. As an example， a 
∞nditional 凶 shtransfer programme in Malawi provided transfers to 13-to 22 year old 
girls and women as an incentive to stay in school， or return to school if they had 
dropped out. The programme inc陪 asedthe陪 -enrolmentrate of drop-outs by two and 
a half times and cut the dropout rate almost in half. 

1.3.3 Self-employment: a stepping stone or a trap 

Given the importanωof the informal sector and self-employment in many African 
∞untries， it is important to discuss the pa凶cularfactors that may constrain the ability 
of these worker百 orentreprenuer百 toexpand and succeed. The vast m司ロrityof these 
entrepreneurs are self-employed in one-person businesses and the only pathways out 
of poverty for them is to grow their own business， to use their work experience in the 
informal sector as a stepping stone to formal sector employment， or to generate 
enough assets to start more lucrative， formal businesses. 

1.3.3.1 Growing a business 

Most micro entrepreneur百 arenot in the business of growing their business， and their 
self-employment activities a陪 insteada means of sustaining a daily subsistence. When 
∞mparing poor households to their middle class counterparts in a cross-section of 
∞untries， Duflo and Bane府e(2010) observe that occupational pa臨 rnsof the middle 
class seem surprisingly similar to those of the poor， with some few notable di宵erences.

In叩 ralareas， the middle class a陪 morelikely to be wage earner冨 (inpublic sector 
jobs) and no more likely than the poor to own land and run businesses. The businesses 
that they have however tend to be in the問問1，non-farm sector whereas agricultural 
production is where the predominant share of poor household's enterprises can be 
found. 
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In urban areas， the broad occupation patterns are remarkably similar between the poor 
and the middle class. The share of entrepreneurs stays roughly the same as does the 
number of non-family employees that these micro firms employ (on average 0.5-1). The 
business assets of the middle class are not much larger than those of poor 
entrepreneur百 andtheir level of specialization are not remarkably di背'erenttoo. They 
however tend to be run by women who benefit from more stable in∞me sources from 
wage earning household members. 

While firms are generaliy undercapitalized， even the businesses of the middle class 
lack the potential to grow into larger businesses even if access to capi祖1improved. As 
suggested by Duflo and Banerjee， it is possible that the threshold for growing business 
is much higher and even middle class families (defined as those earning $4-10 per 
day) cannot a而 rdsuch investments. Providing c陪 ditor training to development 
managerial skills may not have great， positive returns if they target ente巾risesof poor 
and middle class firms that do not have the growth potential 

1.3.3.2 Access to microfinance and business suppo吋

Providing greater access to credit， can in theory， enable youth to invest in the capital 
and labour inputs that are necessary to start or maintain their smali businesses. The 
profit eamed from output sold could then be turned into loan payments and further 
investments in business production. In this way microcredit would aliow youth to 
directly alieviate the problems of low demand in the formal sector by creating labour 
demand themselves 

While microfinance has been extensively studied in the developing wOrld， few 
randomized controlied trials have specifi副 Iyexamined its effect on African youth. 
Bertrand and Crepon (2013) synthesize the current state of knowledge and conclude 
that the empirical literature on microcredit shows mixed and in∞nclusive results on 
employment outcomes and enterprise development 

This is unsurprising as a悶uedby Teal (2000) who notes that lack of speci創izationof 
firrns is the real∞nstraint to economic development in Africa. The families who ∞uld 
a宵'ordinvestments in firms with higher growth potentials， don't require microfinance and 
may already have a∞ess to be世:erpaying formal wage jobs and therefore lack 
incentives to embark on starting up new businesses. With highly stratified societies， 
social network e汗'ectsmay prevent families from starting businesses that are in 
∞mpetition to their peer宮.For poor and middle class households， it may be a be陶 r
investment to ensure that their child陪 naccess improved health care and education 
than to grow their businesses. 

1.3.3.3 Supporting the informal sector 

One aspect of informal sector uncertainty relates to the weak protection of properly 
rights in many African ∞untries. Increased properly rights for microenterprises can 
increase investments and subsequently lead to productivity gains， as shown by Besley 
(1995) for investments in agriculture increased with land titling in Ghana. Field (2007) 
shows that introducing weli-defined land titles in urban Peru led to substantial growth， 
an increase in the number of hour宮 workedper person by 13.5・23.3hours. Taken 
together these imply that firms may be en∞uraged to invest mo隠 ifthey we陪

protected from eviction from their current location through a formal process. 
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Such policies need to go beyond merely encouraging firms to formally register. 
Experimental evidence by De Mel et al. (2012) in Sri Lanka finds that information and 
reimbursement for the modest direct ∞sts of registration are not effective at increasing 
firm registration. They show that registration is spurred only when the information is 
∞mbined with incentive payments of approximately two-month's profit. While about 
half the firms registe制 becauseof the incentive payment， formalization did not 
provide firms with benefits such as increased access to credit， obtaining govemment 
∞ntracts， or participating in government programmes. The author宮 dohowever find an 
increase in trust in the government because of formalizing. While there is evidence that 
documents the general benefits of formalization， it is not clear how to best promote this 
in the informal sector in Africa. Key to such programmes should be efforts to secure 
property righ恰

One potential way for informal sector firms to grow is to en∞urage them to hire 
workers. With limited access to credit and limited information， firms may be unable to 
hire workers even when the marginal productivity of an additional unit of labor in 
microenterprises is higher than the market wage. De Mel et al. (2010) show that a 
wage subsidy equivalent to approximately half the cost of hiring a low-skilled worker 
induced 22% of eligible microenterprise owners to hire a worker in Sri Lanka. Among 
those hiring worker百， 64% of the owners repo吋edthat this was the first paid employee 
they had ever削除dand 86% expected to continue to employ the worker 胡 .erthe 
subsidy was removed. The median enterprise expected sales to increase by 25% as a 
result of hiring the employee. If these expectations are realized， they suggest that a 
short term wage subsidy ∞uld have long-term e.偽 ctson enterprise size and 
productivity. Even though this has not been empirically tested， a programme that 
subsidized the hiring of youth worker冨 couldbe piloted and evaluated in the Ghanaian 
informal sector. However， more research is needed to under百tandhow to best design 
such programmes. 

1.3.4 Growing the rural economy 

We have emphasized the fact that more than two thi凶sof Africa's labour force is 
engaged in agricultural activities， with many women doing subsistence farming. For a 
young adult who grows up in villages away from cities and who fails to achieve a level 
of education that can叩 en叩 oppo山 nitiesto go to se∞ndary education and who 
lacks family networks and financial resources that can enable access to 
apprenticeships or migration to cities as casuallabour， farming is left as the only option 
It is not to an 0∞upation of choice but an 0∞upation of necessity， due to its hard， 
physical work. 

At the same time， Africa has yet to benefit from its“green revolution" as there is li制e
evidence of technological improvements with ∞nsequent improvements in productivity 
and efficiency. Many technologies have been developed that hold potential to increase 
the productivity and profi抱刷lityof agriculture in Africa， but these are not adopted and 
used in practiωMany plausible barrier宮 may∞nstraintechnology adoption and 
rigorous research is unde附 ayto test ways to overcome barriers. 

Most of this research is focused on adoption of new technologies. The focus is wide 
and includes training and information programmmes for co仔'eefarmers in Rwanda 
(Du刊0，Keniston， and Suri); information infused into social network (8eaman et al.); 
incentives for farmer宮 touse fertilizers (Duflo， Kremer， and Robinson， 2011) and 
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access to weather insurance in Ghana (Karlan and Udry) and access to credit and/or 
sto悶 gefacilities in Sierra Leone (Casaburi， Glennerster， and Suri). 

Many farmers grow crops only for personal consumption or local markets even though 
involvement in expo吋marketsis more profitable. When farmers participating in an RCT 
in Kenya we隠 randomly0汗e陪 dservices that help them manage savings， connect to 
transpo此ationservices， and reach exporter冨， income increased by 32% for first-time 
grower百 ofexport crops a year a世erthe start of the programme. However a year after 
the programme began， farmers failed to meet new EU production requirements， 
defaulted on their loans， and switched back to selling in local markets. This failure 
highlights the exlensive risks small-scale farmers face in producing for an expo同
market (Ashraf， Gine， and Karlan 2009) 

1.3.5 Breaking into the labour market 

Job search means diffe隠 ntthings in di偽 rent∞nte刈:s. In predominantly rural 
e∞nomies， most households live outside of cities and are largely self-employed， with 
supplementary earning from migrant remittances and casual labour. They depend on 
information and some伺 shresources to optimise their supply of labour across a 
∞mbination of local production， seasonal migration and sending some household 
members into urban areas to find work to send remittances to the rural household. For 
the migrants and the urban poor， their challenges are di宵'erent.They are less a汗'ected
by the seasonality of work and their main challenge is to gain a footing in more stable 
and higher return economic oppo同unities.

1.3.5.1 Spatial barriers to job search 

Formal work opportunities are almost exclusively based in city centres where it is too 
expensive for young job seeker百 toreside and they the陪 forehave to travel to and from 
work oppo同unities.Longer distances to jobs induce bigger costs to become employed. 
High transpo由 tion∞ststo reach employment areas or employment agencies may 
exceed the benefits of searching for a job. The ∞曲目frelocation near job 
oppo同unitiesmay also prevent the unemployed from searching actively， as does the 
distance that may need to be travelled to informal market for trading叩 po巾 nitiesfor 
the self-employed. As such， the high living costs in many African cities may therefore 
act as a detriment to mo陪 flexiblelabour markets. 

As an example， the average distance of African townships from theωnt悶 1business 
districls (CBDs)ロfthe seven largest South African cities is 28 km. This spatial 
segregation adds to the cost of job search，岡山ularlythrough transport ∞sts and time. 
NIDS data shows that people with employment spend on average R215 ($30， 7 
percent of average net salary) per month on transport to and from work (NIDS， 2009). 
The mean amount spent by the actively searching unemployed on transport costs 
related to the job search was R106 in the previous week， although 43 percent did not 
spend anything. The main sources of funding for these transport costs were ∞-resident 
family member百 (80perωnt)， savings (11 perlωnt) and friends (7 perωnt) (NIDS， 
2009). 

There is very little evidence on how to improve the rural， informal labour market. It is 
often -in policy and research -perceived to be the residual that may disappear only if 
and when we fix the formallabour market 
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Unemployed youth have had less time to build up savings to finance relo悶 tingand 
may have young children. Ardington et al. (2009) find that for multigenerational 
households in rural South Africa， relaxing credit const悶 intssignificantly increases the 
likelihood of migration and employment for prime-aged workers. The results hold for 
developing countries outside of Africa as well， as Bryan et al. (2012) find that providing 
incentives to seek work elsewhere during seasonal famines in Bangladesh increases 
migration. According to Bryan et al.， the additional income makes migration in the face 
of unω陶 intypossible for households who otherwise would not be able to suppo同the
migrant job searcher. 

This body of work presents evidence that relaxing the credit constraints (through saving 
options or cash transfers) that hinder migration improve the allocation of worker百 to
jobs and help add陪 ssthe spatial mismatch that exi拘 betweenlabour supply and 
demand. Other policies should also be investigated to reduce that mismatch. A∞ess to 
a beUer public transportation system， or better infrastructure for roads， or transportation 
subsidies， should also be∞nsidered. 

1.3.5.2 Job search and matching 

Unemployment can exist in tandem with job vacancies if employers and job seekers 
lack ways of exchanging information about their skills needs and skills offerings. The 
small formal sectors may have formal job advertisement and application processes， but 
most jobs outside of governments and large private businesses are filled through family 
ties and social networks. 

Youth and employers alike face substantial barriers to information. Formal sector firms 
often struggle to叩1vacancies. For example， in Egypt even though 1.5 million youth are 
unemployed， 600，000 job positions were Iying vacant in the formal sector (AfDB et al 
2012). Unemployed youth may lack information about the types of jobs available and 
the skills desired by employers; as a result， they may prepare poorly for the labour 
market (AfDB et al. 2012， van Eekelen， de Luca， and Ismail 2001). Information barriers 
may also a汗'ectthe胞ke-upof programs designed to help youth be世erprepare for jobs: 
in a large-scale youth survey ∞nducted in Egypt， only 18%ロfrespondents report 
being aware of projects to help the unemployed (van Eekelen， de Luca， and Ismail 
2001 ). 

Interventions targeted at improving access to information about the labour market could 
facilitate faster entry into the labour market for youth， especially when there is a strong 
spatial or social mismatch between firms and workers. Providing youth with more 
information about wages， necessary skills， jobs and t悶 Inlngoppoはunitiesavailable 
∞uld help facilitate entry into the labour market. For example， with the spread of 
ωlIular phones， beUer information systems could be developed to help guide job 
seekers living in remote locations about the location of job vacancies. More evidence is 
needed in this area to identify e偽 ctivepolicies that陪 ducebarrie陪 toobtaining 
information for labour market entrants and labour market pa出cipants.

Developing the proper labour market institutions that promote information flows 
between employers and youth∞uld substantially help in this regard. Public 
employment services currently only exist in 23 African countries， and reach at most half 
of the youth that are seeking formal sector employment. In Moroc∞， public 
employment services have only found employment for 9% of those陪 gisteredwith the 
service， and in Algeria only 11 % of those registered have found employment through 
public employment services (AfDB et al. 2012) 
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In South Africa where job adverlisement requirements a陪 legislated，a national job 
seeker百 da畑basehas more than以 xentries. Still， informal nelworks remain the most 
frequently used strategies in job search， along with going from door to door to ask for 
work or to hand out CVS in shopping malls (Noble et al， 2008). These strategies are 
pa同icularlyprone in new labour market entrants that do not have an extended nelwork 
to help them in their job search. 

A number of faclors may prevent more effeclive job search， including search ∞sts; 
Impeげ'ectinformation and potential employer biases against young who lack an 
established track re∞rd. 

1.3.5.3 Reservation wages and public sector wage biases 

Another manifestation of informational problems is with respecl to reservation wages 
In 岡山ular，there is evidenωfrom several African∞untries that young people， 
especially the most educated ones， have unduly high reservation wages， which may 
retard their entry into the workforce. Using struclural modelling， Levinsohn and Pugatch 
(2009) find that educated youth in Cape Town， South Africa， tend to value their own 
abilities mo陪 thanpotential employers do， and choose to remain unemployed if their 
reservation wage exceeds their 0汗'eredwages. Arguably， providing these educated 
young people with betler information about the lypi伺 Ilevel of∞mpensation of their 
peers should contribute to a downward adjustment in their reservation wages and 
reduce the sub-optimally long length of their job search. 

One faclor that explains youths' upwardly biased reservation wages is the gap in 
∞mpensation belween public and private sector jobs. In Tunisia， employment for 
∞lIege graduates is p同marilydriven by jobs in public administration. The availabilily of 
such jobs relies on budgetary allocations， and there has been an overall decline in the 
number of public sector jobs. College grョduatesoften remain unemployed for long 
periods of time， preferring to wait for a high-status job in the public seclor rather than 
setlle for a job below their expectations (Stampini and Verdier・Chouchane2011). 
Boudarbat (2005) uses labour supply data and struclural estimation to arrive at the 
same conclusions陪 gardingthe high unemployment rate of educated youth in Moro∞:0， 
where the unemployment rate was 5.6% among uneducated workers but 32.2% for 
universily graduates. He finds that unive隠 ilygraduates， like in Tunisia， largely 
preferred employment in the public sector even though employment opporlunities in the 
public sector were relatively scarce. The unemployment duration of universily 
graduates increased when the wage differential belween the public and private seclo陪
increased. 

At the macro level， this suggests that inflated public sector wages can distorl labour 
supply towards the public sector. Reducing the incentive for young adults to wait for a 
well paying public job， instead of generating work experience in the private sector， 
∞uld add more dynamism to formal labour markets in ∞untries in No巾 Africaand 
South Africa. At the micro level， this suggests that information campaigns that reset 
young educated people's expectations about pu削除 seclor jobs could be pa同icularly
beneficial. Such information campaigns would help adjust reservation wages 
downwards. 
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